
MESSY ISSUES 

With Eddie Rasnake and Jan Silvious & guests 

The goal of this series is to educate believers by looking at the emerging cultural trends of our day through a Biblical lens in 

order to encourage and equip believers to engage the people who make up their personal world in a wise, winsome and loving 

way, showing through our lives what true Christianity is and isn’t.  

“Most people have not rejected Christianity itself, but a poor caricature of it” – historian Arnold Toynbee 

Topics we intend to cover: 

• Looking at Culture through the lens of God’s Story 

• The Authority of Truth and the Age of Relativism 

• Immigration and Cultural Change 

• Racism and Racial Tension 

• The Sexual Revolution 

• Sexual Identity and Gender 

• The Messy Issues of Materialism and Consumerism 

• End of Life Issues 

• Alcohol, cigarettes, and the Lottery 

• Ecology and Stewardship of our Planet 

• Engaging our multi-cultural world 

 

We will meet on Sunday nights from 5:45-6:45 in room 140 (Youth Room) starting on August 18th through the fall season 

*NOTE: We will not meet on September 1 (Labor Day Weekend) 

  



Messy 1 ER 

CULTURE: YOU ARE HERE 
“The problem of leading a Christian life in a non-Christian society is now very present to us…  And as for 
the Christian who is not conscious of his dilemma – and he is in the majority – he is becoming more and 
more un-Christianized by all sorts of unconscious pressure: paganism holds all the most valuable 
advertising space.”  

- T. S. Eliot, The Idea of a Christian Society 

DEFINING CULTURE: 
The culture in which we live is messy. The fundamental question is this: Are we merely the product of 
our messy culture, or is the messiness of our culture a result of what we have done with the world God 
gave us and what we have failed to do about the messes that started with humanity’s fall in the Garden? 
- Postmodern theorists argue that Nothing But Culture shapes us 
- The Christian worldview says our truest identity is determined by our Maker, not our culture.  
- That means that the best things in our culture can be traced to our Creator who stamped His image 

in us, and the worst things in our culture are a result of us deviating from God’s design. 
 
“If you want to know what water is, don’t ask the fish” 

- Ancient Chinese Proverb 
 
What Culture Isn’t: 

1. Messy Culture is not something new  
2. Culture (our world) is not our planet (cosmos) but our age (aion)  
3. Culture is not something static  

 
What Culture Is: 

1. Culture is the accumulation of what we’ve done with our world and what we have not done 
about its messes  

2. People both make culture and are shaped by it  
3. We need to distinguish between people and culture.  
4. Our culture is a mosaic of many sub-cultures at a point in time  

 
How Culture is formed: 

1. Culture is shaped by ideas 
a. Ideas spread in a culture through champions (Hugh Hefner, Billy Graham, etc) 
b. Ideas spread through artifacts (songs, movies, books, TV, art, etc) 
c. Ideas are maintained through institution (such as the family, church, school & govt) 
d. As some institutions becomes less influential others become more influential 

2. Ideas that are believed and accepted and practiced become habits 
3. Habits become the practices that make up culture until they are changed through evaluation or 

erosion 
 



“The most dangerous ideas in a society are not the ones that are being argued but the ones that are 
assumed.” 

- C. S. Lewis 

WHAT CULTURE DOES: 
1. Ideas and habits and practices have consequences – good and bad 
2. Internalization is the acceptance of the values and practices of our culture 
3. Externalization is the pressure our values and practices exert on culture  

WHAT WE ARE TO DO WITH CULTURE: 
-  

1. We need to understand the times in which we live 
 
“…the sons of Issachar…understood the times, with knowledge of what Israel should do” 

- 1 Chronicles 12:32 
 

2. We need to establish Christ as Lord of every area of our lives  
 

“Therefore I urge you, brethren, by the mercies of God, to present your bodies a living and holy sacrifice, 
acceptable to God, which is your spiritual service of worship” 

- Romans 12:1 
 

3. We need to recognize the conforming pressure of the age in which we live  
 
“And do not be conformed to this world (aion)…”  

- Romans 12:2a 
 

4. We need to realize the power of the Gospel to change culture by changing people’s hearts  
 
“For I am not ashamed of the gospel, for it is the power of God for salvation to everyone who believes” 

- Romans 1:16 
 

5. We need to realize the power of Scripture to changing culture by changing believers’ thinking 
 
“…but be transformed by the renewing of your mind…”  

- Romans 12:2b 
 
 

 


